Complete the following in order to secure your apartment at Gables or Woodside!

- Identify a group captain (The group captain is the main contact for group and will be in charge of selecting the specific apartment space)

- Discuss apartment preferences and plans amongst all group members

- Each group member should complete an apartment application (http://www.unh.edu/housing/choosing-apartment)

- Discuss a back up plan in case first choice apartment is not available

- Immediate roommates identified within the group in case apartment includes double rooms

- Schedule an appointment with the UNH Housing office to select your space (contact Sholanna Pemberton at 603-862-1754 or Sholanna.pemberton@unh.edu to make an appointment)

What to bring to your appointment?

Each person must bring their completed 2016-2017 On-Campus Apartment Application. If the entire group isn’t attending the meeting, the group captain must bring all applications to the meeting.

What happens at your appointment?

During your appointment we will review the application status of each group member. If all necessary steps have been completed we will discuss preferences and apartment availability at that time. Ideally complete groups will choose their space and leave with their assignment on that day. Groups that don’t fill an apartment will be assigned based on their preferences in the coming weeks. Partial groups will be e-mailed as soon as their assignment has been made.

If you have questions about the assignment process, please contact Sholanna Pemberton at Sholanna.pemberton@unh.edu or 603-862-1754.